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Research, Education & Treatment
Who do you trust?

• The options

• The structure of  Research, Education & Treatment in Great Britain

• Funding arrangements

• The commissioning and management of research

• Recent developments

• What’s next?



The options for delivering RET
(particularly research)

Pros Cons

Government & regulators • Democratically accountable • Benefit from tax revenues
• Susceptible to political pressures
• Industry involvement is statutory

Charity • Independently accountable, not 
to government but the Crown

• Industry experienced trustees

• Potential conflicts for industry 
trustees need managing

• Negative perceptions

Academic councils • Independent of industry and 
government

• Lack industry input
• Unclear motivations when 

deciding priorities



Research, Education & Training is delivered by a balanced 
eco-system of public, third and private sector actors 

Parliament

Industry

Government

Regulator

Charity



Funding for RET

For Against

General taxation No marginal administrative cost Ignores negative externalities of gambling
industry

Statutory levy on the 
gambling industry

Applies ‘polluter pays’ principle
Near 100% compliance

Adversarial context for research & harm 
minimisation
Funds diverted to other government priorities
No direct accountability for delivery of RET to 
funders
Ignores non-licensed entities e.g. commercial 
broadcasters

Voluntary donations Polluter may pay (80% compliance)
Financial commitment to RET raises 
awareness
Cooperative research & harm minimisation
Direct accountability to funders
Broadly targeted beyond licenced operators

Free-riders and under-payers
Difficult to audit level of contribution
Administratively burdensome



The benefits of a voluntary levy

• If it’s not broken, don’t fix it

• Currently raises more money than is needed for existing demands from RET

• 80% acceptance and participation by operators

• Operators must make a conscious decision to commit to RET, raising the risk of gambling-related harm 
with them at least annually and potentially securing a better psychological commitment

• Engenders industry cooperation with all aspects of our work, including the provision of data for research, 
dissemination of education messages, connecting people to treatment, and implementing harm 
minimisation initiatives.

• Keeps RGT and in turn its treatment providers on their toes as while a donation is a requirement, 
operators choose the recipient

• All money is retained exclusively for RET

• Total raised determined by RET needs

• Spent by an independent charity subject to regulation by charity commission which is independent of 
government (reports directly to the Crown, not via a minister), so not biased by tax revenues



The drawbacks of a voluntary levy

• But it is somewhat broken

• 20% of operators (mostly smaller) are free-riders

• Many donors under-pay, including leading companies, given RGT only raises about 70% of 0.1% of 
total industry Gross Gambling Yield (GGY)

• It is possible for funds to be spent directly, not via RGT, on projects badged as RET but which may 
either stretch the definition, or lead to sub-optimal distribution of the total funds available e.g. 
directed to ‘pet’ projects.

• Inability to audit individual level of donations versus actual in real-time because RGT and Commission 
cannot share operator-specific data.

• Perception of biased research given reliance on funds donated by industry



The benefits of a statutory levy

• Ensures universal contributions

• Ensures that the required sum is paid in full, equitably across operators

• Lower fundraising costs as collected alongside Gambling Commission fees

• Research may be seen by some to be more independent if overall funding level is no longer at the 
discretion of the industry 



The drawbacks of a statutory levy

• Industry disaffection with a new tax could lead to a need to compel operators to cooperate with RET 
which could require complex regulation, with delays in activity while rules are subject to consultation 
or legal challenges

• Funds may be diverted by HM Treasury for other purposes

• Total raised determined by ministers, and potentially based on overall revenue requirements of 
government, not just RET needs (history of horse racing levy rising rapidly is often quoted by the 
industry)

• Government commissioned research may still be criticised for bias given reliance on gambling tax 
revenues

• Previous attempts to fund project via academic research governance bodies were unsuccessful

• Already significant duty on gambling – and levy would be seen simply as an increase to that rather 
than considered as a distinct payment to achieve RET benefits.

But if we can’t fix the voluntary model, then we may not have a choice…

“GB operators now face a key opportunity - to 
give credible commitment to the voluntary 

based system for supporting research, 
education and treatment, or face stronger 

calls for mandatory action.”
SARAH HARRISON

Chief Executive, GB Gambling Commission



The commissioning and management of 
research

1. RGSB develops National Responsible Gambling Strategy

• Published in April for 2016-2019

2. RGSB publishes Research Strategy

• Currently in development

• Stakeholders invited to submit comments and suggestions for consideration prior to:

3. RGSB produces Project Briefs

• Define the questions to be addressed  by research and any other constraints e.g. deadlines

4. RGT Research Committee includes ONLY trustees without any direct interest in the industry

• Issues Invitations to Tender (ITTs), commissions, manages, arranges peer reviews and publishes research



The statement of intent framework allocates 
responsibilities

Gambling Commission Responsible Gambling Strategy 
Board

Responsible Gambling Trust

Regulation
Advice to DCMS and Ministers

Responsible Gambling Strategy
Quantum of funding advice
Research Plan
Research Briefs

Fundraising
Commissioning
- Invitations to tender
- Peer review
- Publication
Evaluation



Significant volume of research being delivered

Published In progress

• Problem Gambling in Bingo

• Behaviour on machines (B1) in casinos

• Children and young people research review

• Remote (online) gambling research

• Gaming machines (B2 B3)

• Gambling & Social Media

• Gambling related advertising

• Assessment of ABB Code

• Spacial investigation of bookmakers

• Self-exclusion evidence review

• Operator approaches to harm minimisation

• Industry best practice initiatives

• £50 stake regulations

• Cost to government of gambling related harm

• Defining gambling related harm

• Eye-tracking in gaming machines

• Evaluation of Player Awareness System for B2 B3

• Loyalty card holder study

• Harm minimisation for remote sector

• Pathways into and out of danger for young people

• Product based harm minimisation



http://rgtinfohub.org.uk/



Recent Developments

• Charity Commission investigation in response to complaints of bias

• Complaints dismissed as “unsubstantiated”

• “Conflict is well managed in the charity”

• New, independent chair appointed, Kate Lampard CBE

• Rebalanced board

• Was 5 industry + 5 non-industry + neutral chair

• Now 5 industry + 6 non-industry (inclusive of independent chair)

• Balance under review by trustees



What’s next

• Delivering the RGSB National Responsible Gambling Strategy

• Research Governance and Commission Procedure

• A full-time Research Director (applications still open!)

• We will increasingly say what we see, based on rigorously researched evidence

• Significant increase in our fundraising target from current £7m of donations

• Closer cooperation with Gambling Commission to encourage 0.1% GGY donations which would yield >£10m

• Investing more in preventative treatment and harm minimisation projects

• Direct awareness campaigns to promote GambleAware

• Improved positioning and styling of GambleAware website on gambling adverts

• Codified voluntary responsible gambling standards across the industry

• A new name


